COVID19: ATTENTION EVERYONE – THERE IS A CURE!!!
By Howell Woltz -March 22, 20205399
Covid 19 cure
That’s not good for those who wanted to seize even more power – which is probably
why you haven’t heard about it.
President Trump, even surrounded by carriers of Wuhan virus, is not aﬀected. Why?
He told us. Hydroxychloroquinine. The chief knows the secret, but his ‘advisors’ have
it on hold. Why?
FACT- Hydroxychloroquinine has been used for malaria – which I contracted 35 years
ago in South America – and has been proven eﬀective against the Wuhan virus, which
uses a similar mechanism to attack humans.
I have used this amazing drug oﬀ and on for decades to prevent relapses – which
sometimes were worse than the first bout – but haven’t had a onesince learning the
secret of Co-Enzyme Q-10 – a.k.a. hydroxychloroquinine.
The U.S. did not allow it – I think because it was so eﬀective and Big Pharma couldn’t
make fortunes oﬀ of it (because it already existed) – but itwas available in the other
countries I lived, including Poland.
The last thing I remember from the first malaria episode was passing out in my oﬃce
in Port- au-Prince, Haiti in the mid-80s about a week after being in South America
buying cotton – and waking up in a hospital in Winston-Salem, North Carolina several
days later.
I was flown out strapped to a piece of plywood on freight carrier, Air Haiti, (I was told
as I have no recollection of it), but – fortunately – I was one of their larger customers
back then and they took good care of me.
Air Haiti only flew to Miami in the U.S. in those days, and I have no idea how I ended
up in Baptist Hospital in Winston-Salem from there, or who I have to thank for that.
But I did – and the first face I remember seeing when I awoke was a very harsh North
Carolina Judge, Laurie Hutchins – who was then my wife.
She was not pleased – but back to the Wuhan virus.
Wuhan Virus is a Demon, as Xi Xinping says, and it shall not hide.
But Wuhan was designed by the CCP “to hide,” and I’m sure ‘Chairman for life’ Xi
knew it when this virulent manmade killer first leaked from his P-4 facility in Wuhan
way back in November of last year.
It was programmed to replicate the infection mechanism of malaria, which is why it
also responds similarly to malaria preventatives that include quinine.
Like malaria, quinine in various natural or fabricated forms disrupts Wuhan’s ability to
bond with the cell it wants to suck dry of protein (like a vampire), rendering it unable
to replicate.
But any MSM pundit who makes fun of your President or mine saying that there is no
cure, is lying.
I take Co Q-10 every day but if I pick up this virus – which I’m sure I have because I’m

out and about every day – it can’t replicate in my body.
Maybe I’m not exactly immune – and I can definitely be a carrier – but when the virus
cannot reproduce itself, it cannot destroy its host.
And for those already ill with the virus, combined with Azithromycin, it had a 100%
success rate in a recent human study.
Here are the facts from a just-published human study in France:
While a gin and tonic may be preferable, a little hydrogen peroxide for sore throat and
CoQ-10, are my go-to remedies and the French study just confirmed this is a winning
formula to resist Wuhan virus.
Very sick people were cured – 100% of them – in just five days, using
Hydrochlorquine (CoQ10) and Azithromycin.
This is big news, and 100% is a pretty strong number–not ‘anecdotal’ as the media
claims.

